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ABSTRACT
In this work, we proposed the realistic micromagnetic model used to study the
exchange bias phenomenon in magnetic bilayer system such as CoFe coupled with IrMn for read
head sensor in hard disk drive. CoFe and IrMn are ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic materials,
respectively, which have the different magnetic properties. We proposed the realistic micromagnetic
model which can describe the magnetic behavior for both materials for the study of exchange
bias phenomena. For ferromagnetic material, the dynamics of the magnetization was explained
by Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation, meanwhile the kinetic Monte Carlo method was
used for antiferromagnetic material. Moreover, this model has been modified to control the
parameters of the system such as system size, grain diameter, grain size distribution and grain
cutting at the edges of the structures. The micromagnetic model was used to investigate the
exchange bias field (HEB) due to the effects of exchange interlayer field (Hint) and grain diameter.
The results showed good agreement with the theoretical and experiment works. In addition, the
effect of grain cutting in small scale system was considered. We found that the HEB for system
including etching effect reduced by 20 percent of no etch effect structure because the volume of
the cutting area was comparable with the total area.
Keywords: Exchange bias phenomenon, Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation, Kinetic Monte Carlo
method
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∫∑π”
„πªí®®ÿ∫—π‡∑§‚π‚≈¬’°“√∫—π∑÷°¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈‰¥â‡¢â“¡“¡’∫∑∫“∑∑’Ë ”§—≠μàÕ«‘∂’™’«‘μ ‡»√…∞°‘® ·≈–












™—Èπ«— ¥ÿ·¡à‡À≈Á°‡øÕ√å‚√·¡°‡πμ‘°™—Èπ·√°‡√’¬°«à“ ™—Èπ∑’Ë‰¡à¡’°“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ßÀ√◊Õ™—Èπæ‘π (pinned layer)
‡π◊ËÕß®“°·¡°π‘‰∑‡´™—π„π™—Èπ¥—ß°≈à“«∂Ÿ°¬÷¥∑‘»∑“ß‚¥¬Õ“»—¬ª√“°Ø°“√≥å∑’Ë‡√’¬°«à“ ª√“°Ø°“√≥å‰∫Õ— ·≈°
‡ª≈’Ë¬π (exchange bias phenomenon) [1] „π¢≥–∑’Ë™—Èπ·¡à‡À≈Á°‡øÕ√å‚√·¡°‡πμ‘°∑’Ë Õß‡√’¬°«à“ ™—Èπ∑’Ë¡’







§à“μË” ‡π◊ËÕß®“°º≈¢Õß°“√°√–‡®‘ß„π‚§√ß √â“ß¢ÕßÀ—«Õà“π¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈´÷Ëß “¡“√∂·∑π¥â«¬ —≠≠“≥ 1 ¥—ß√Ÿª∑’Ë 1
(°) „π¢≥–∑’Ë∑‘»∑“ß¢Õß·¡°π‘‰∑‡´™—π„π™—ÈπÕ‘ √–¡’∑‘»∑“ßμ√ß¢â“¡°—∫·¡°π‘‰∑‡´™—π„π™—Èπæ‘π æ∫«à“§à“
§«“¡μâ“π∑“π®–¡’§à“ Ÿß´÷Ëß “¡“√∂·∑π¥â«¬ —≠≠“≥ 0 ¥—ß√Ÿª∑’Ë 1 (¢) ®“°∑’Ë°≈à“«¡“¢â“ßμâπ®–æ∫«à“À—«Õà“π















¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈„π·ºàπ∫—π∑÷°¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈ ´÷Ëßªí®®ÿ∫—π¢π“¥¢Õß∫‘μ¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈Õ¬Ÿà„π™à«ß 20›30 π“‚π‡¡μ√ [2] πÕ°®“°π’È°“√
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«‘∏’¡Õπμ‘§“√å‚≈‡™‘ß®≈πå (kinetic Monte carlo) [4] ‡ªìπ«‘∏’°“√∑’Ë∂Ÿ°„™âÕ∏‘∫“¬æƒμ‘°√√¡¢Õß
«— ¥ÿ·¡à‡À≈Á°·Õπμ‘‡øÕ√å‚√·¡°‡πμ‘° ‡π◊ËÕß®“°«— ¥ÿ¥—ß°≈à“«¡’ ¡∫—μ‘‡ªìπ«— ¥ÿ·¡à‡À≈Á°·∫∫·¢Áß (hard
magnetic material) ·≈–¡’§à“·Õπ‰Õ‚´‚∑√ªï Ÿß ‚¥¬ªí®®—¬À≈—°∑’Ë¡’º≈μàÕ°“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß¢Õß·¡°π‘‰∑‡´™—π






‚¥¬∑’Ë τ -1 §◊Õ√–¬–‡«≈“§≈“¬μ—«√«¡ (total relaxation time) ÷´Ëß‡ªìπº≈√«¡¢ÕßÕ—μ√“°“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß
√–À«à“ß Õß ∂“π–∑’Ë¡’§à“æ≈—ßß“πμË” ÿ¥ τ12 ·≈– τ21 (two minima energy state) ƒ0 §◊Õ·ø§‡μÕ√å
§«“¡∂’Ë¢Õß°“√‡§≈◊ËÕπ∑’Ë·∫∫À¡ÿπ«π¢Õß‚¡‡¡πμå·¡à‡À≈Á° (attempt frequency) ΔE §◊Õª√‘¡“≥æ≈—ßß“π




‡¡◊ËÕ K §◊Õ§à“§ß∑’Ë·Õπ‰Õ‚´‚∑√ªï V §◊Õª√‘¡“μ√‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°¢Õß«— ¥ÿ·¡à‡À≈Á°·Õπμ‘‡øÕ√å‚√ Ms §◊Õ
ª√‘¡“≥·¡°π‘‰∑‡´™—πÕ‘Ë¡μ—« (saturation magnetization) HT §◊Õ π“¡‡©æ“–∫√‘‡«≥√«¡ (total local field)
θ ·∑π¡ÿ¡√–À«à“ß·¡°π‘‰∑‡´™—π°—∫ π“¡‡©æ“–∫√‘‡«≥√«¡·≈– θH ·∑π¡ÿ¡√–À«à“ß·¡°π‘‰∑‡´™—π°—∫∑‘»
·°πßà“¬ ‚¥¬§à“ π“¡‡©æ“–∫√‘‡«≥√«¡‡°‘¥®“°º≈√«¡¢Õß π“¡¥—ß ¡°“√
(3)




‡¡◊ËÕ z = tAF/tAF ‚¥¬∑’Ë tAF ·≈– tFM §◊Õ§«“¡Àπ“¢Õß™—Èπ«— ¥ÿ·¡à‡À≈Á°·Õπμ‘‡øÕ√å‚√·¡°‡πμ‘°·≈–™—Èπ
«— ¥ÿ·¡à‡À≈Á°‡øÕ√å‚√·¡°‡πμ‘° μ“¡≈”¥—∫ ·≈–  §◊Õ‡«°‡μÕ√åÀπ÷ËßÀπà«¬¢Õß‚¡‡¡πμå·¡à‡À≈Á°„π‡°√π
·¡à‡À≈Á° FM  ”À√—∫°“√æ‘®“√≥“æ≈—ßß“π°’¥°—π∑“ß·¡à‡À≈Á°„π°√≥’∑’Ë∑‘»·°πßà“¬∑”¡ÿ¡°—∫∑‘»¢Õß π“¡
‡©æ“–∫√‘‡«≥ æ≈—ßß“π°’¥°—π∑“ß·¡à‡À≈Á°‰¡à “¡“√∂§”π«≥‰¥â‚¥¬μ√ß ÷´Ëß®”‡ªìπμâÕß„™â«‘∏’°“√‡™‘ßμ—«‡≈¢
(numerical method) ¡“™à«¬„π°“√ª√–¡“≥ §à“æ≈—ßß“π°’¥°—π∑“ß·¡à‡À≈Á°„π°√≥’∑’Ë¡ÿ¡ θH ¡’§à“‰¡à‡∑à“°—∫
»Ÿπ¬å  “¡“√∂ª√–¡“≥‰¥âμ“¡ ¡°“√
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(5)
‚¥¬∑’Ë  ·≈–  [6] ‡¡◊ËÕ  §◊Õ¡ÿ¡∑’Ë· ¥ß∑‘»∑“ß
·°πßà“¬¢Õß·¡°π‘‰∑‡´™—π„π™—Èπ«— ¥ÿ·¡à‡À≈Á°·Õπμ‘‡øÕ√å‚√·¡°‡πμ‘°∑’Ë¡’∑‘»μ“¡∑‘»∑“ß¢Õß π“¡·¡à‡À≈Á°
‡©æ“–∫√‘‡«≥ ®“°§à“æ≈—ßß“π°’¥°—π∑“ß·¡à‡À≈Á°„π ¡°“√ (5)  “¡“√∂π”‰ªæ‘®“√≥“§«“¡πà“®–‡ªìπ„π°“√
º—π°≈—∫∑‘»∑“ß¢Õß‚¡‡¡πμå·¡à‡À≈Á°À√◊Õ·¡°π‘‰∑‡´™—π„π·μà≈–‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°‰¥â [7] μ“¡ ¡°“√
(6)
‡¡◊ËÕ tm §◊Õ√–¬–‡«≈“∑’Ë„™â„π°“√μ√«®«—¥°“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß (measuring time) °“√º—π°≈—∫∑‘»∑“ß¢Õß·¡°
π‘‰∑‡´™—πÀ√◊Õ°“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß ∂“π–  “¡“√∂æ‘®“√≥“‰¥â®“°°“√π”§à“§«“¡πà“®–‡ªìπ Pt ‰ª‡ª√’¬∫‡∑’¬∫
°—∫μ—«‡≈¢ ÿà¡ x ´÷Ëß¡’§à“Õ¬Ÿà„π™à«ß 0 ∂÷ß 1 ‚¥¬„π°√≥’∑’Ë Pt > x °“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß∑‘»∑“ß¢Õß·¡°π‘‰∑‡´™—π





æ≈«—μ√¢Õß·¡°π‘‰∑‡´™—π¿“¬„π«— ¥ÿ‡øÕ√å‚√·¡°‡πμ‘°§◊Õ  ¡°“√·≈π¥“«πå ≈‘øμå™‘μ´å °‘≈‡∫‘√åμ
(Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert; LLG) [8] ‡¡◊ËÕæ≈«—μ¢Õß·¡°π‘‰∑‡´™—π¿“¬„π«— ¥ÿ‡°‘¥¢÷Èπ ‡π◊ËÕß®“° π“¡
·¡à‡À≈Á°ª√– ‘∑∏‘º≈ (effective magnetic field) ∑’ËÕÕ°·√ß°√–∑”μàÕ·¡°π‘‰∑‡´™—π¿“¬„π√–∫∫· ¥ß
¥—ß§«“¡ —¡æ—π∏åμ“¡ ¡°“√
(7)
‡¡◊ËÕ γ §◊Õ§à“ —¡∫Ÿ√≥åÕ—μ√“ à«π‰®‚√·¡°‡πμ‘° (absolute gyromagnetic ratio) α §◊Õ §à“§ß∑’Ë¢Õß°“√
Àπà«ß (damping constant)  §◊Õ‡«°‡μÕ√åÀπ÷ËßÀπà«¬¢Õß‚¡‡¡πμå·¡à‡À≈Á°¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°„π™—Èπ·¡à
‡À≈Á°‡øÕ√å‚√·¡°‡πμ‘° ·≈–  §◊Õ  π“¡·¡à‡À≈Á°ª√– ‘∑∏‘º≈ (effective magnetic field) ®“° ¡°“√
(7) æ∫«à“°“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß¢Õß·¡°π‘‰∑‡´™—π„π™—Èπ«— ¥ÿ·¡à·À≈Á°‡øÕ√å‚√·¡°‡πμ‘°ª√–°Õ∫‰ª¥â«¬°“√
‡§≈◊ËÕπ∑’Ë Õß≈—°…≥– ‚¥¬„π‡∑Õ¡·√°· ¥ß∂÷ß≈—°…≥–°“√‡§≈◊ËÕπ∑’Ë¢Õß·¡°π‘‰∑‡´™—π·∫∫À¡ÿπ«π
(precessional motion) √Õ∫ π“¡·¡à‡À≈Á°ª√– ‘∑∏‘º≈ ·≈–„π‡∑Õ¡∑’Ë Õß· ¥ß∂÷ß≈—°…≥–°“√‡§≈◊ËÕπ∑’Ë




≈¥√–¬–‡«≈“„π°“√‡§≈◊ËÕπ∑’Ë‡¢â“ Ÿà ¡¥ÿ≈¢Õß√–∫∫ ‚¥¬§à“§ß∑’Ë§«“¡Àπà«ß¡’§à“Õ¬Ÿà√–À«à“ß 0 ∂÷ß 1





‡¡◊ËÕ  §◊Õ π“¡·≈°‡ª≈’Ë¬π (exchange field) √–À«à“ß ªîπ¿“¬„π«— ¥ÿ·¡à‡À≈Á°·Õπμ‘‡øÕ√å‚√·¡°‡πμ‘°
 §◊Õ  π“¡·Õπ‰Õ‚´‚∑√ªï (anisotropy field)  §◊Õ π“¡·¡à‡À≈Á°§Ÿà¢—È« (dipolar field) ∑’Ë‡°‘¥¢÷Èπ
¿“¬„π«— ¥ÿ  §◊Õ π“¡·≈°‡ª≈’Ë¬π√–À«à“ß™—Èπ«— ¥ÿ·¡à‡À≈Á°‡øÕ√å‚√·¡°‡πμ‘°·≈–™—Èπ«— ¥ÿ·¡à‡À≈Á°
·Õπμ‘‡øÕ√å‚√·¡°‡πμ‘° (exchange interlayer field)  §◊Õ π“¡·¡à‡À≈Á°®“°¿“¬πÕ° (applied






‚¥¬∑’Ë Hexch = JmLm/a2 M, Am ‡¡◊ËÕ Jm §◊Õ°“√·≈°‡ª≈’Ë¬π√–À«à“ß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á° i ·≈–‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°
j Lm §◊Õ§à“‡©≈’Ë¬√–¬–‡™◊ËÕ¡μ‘¥√–À«à“ß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á° Lij §◊Õ√–¬–°“√‡™◊ËÕ¡μ‘¥√–À«à“ß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á° i
·≈–‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á° j Am §◊Õ§à“‡©≈’Ë¬æ◊Èπ∑’Ëæ◊Èπº‘«¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á° a §◊Õ§à“§ß∑’Ë·≈μ∑‘´ (lattice
constant) Ms §◊Õ·¡°π‘‰∑‡´™—πÕ‘Ë¡μ—« (saturation magnetization) ·≈–  §◊Õ‡«°‡μÕ√åÀπ÷ËßÀπà«¬
¢Õß·¡°π‘‰∑‡´™—π∑’ËÕ¬Ÿà „°≈â‡§’¬ß°—∫‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á° j  ”À√—∫√“¬≈–‡Õ’¬¥„π°“√§”π«≥ª√‘¡“≥ π“¡
·Õπ‰Õ‚´‚∑√ªï·≈– π“¡§«“¡√âÕπ  “¡“√∂æ‘®“√≥“‰¥â„πº≈ß“π«‘®—¬¢Õß ‡®…Æ“ ®ÿ√’¡“»·≈–§≥– [10]
®“°∑’Ë°≈à“«¡“¢â“ßμâπ «‘∏’°“√§”π«≥∑“ß§Õ¡æ‘«‡μÕ√å¥â«¬«‘∏’¡Õπμ‘§“√å‚≈‡™‘ß®≈πå (KMC) ·≈–
 ¡°“√·≈π¥“«πå ≈‘øμå™‘μ´å °‘≈‡∫‘√åμ (LLG) ®–∂Ÿ°π”¡“ª√–¬ÿ°μå„™â„π°“√»÷°…“ª√“°Ø°“√≥å‰∫Õ— ·≈°
‡ª≈’Ë¬π„π‚§√ß √â“ß¢ÕßÀ—«Õà“π¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈Œ“√å¥¥‘ °å‰¥√åø πÕ°®“°π’È·≈â«°√–∫«π°“√§”π«≥∑“ß§Õ¡æ‘«‡μÕ√å
¬—ß¡’æ◊Èπ∞“π°“√§”π«≥‡ªìπ‰ªμ“¡¢—ÈπμÕπ°“√ √â“ßª√“°Ø°“√≥å‰∫Õ— ·≈°‡ª≈’Ë¬π„πÀâÕß∑¥≈Õß∑’Ë‡√’¬°«à“
setting process ºà“π≈—°…≥–°“√«—¥«ßªî¥Œ‘ ‡∑Õ√å√’´’ ∑’Ë‡√’¬°«à“ York protocol ÷´Ëß∂Ÿ°π”‡ πÕ‚¥¬
OûGrady ·≈–§≥– [11] «‘∏’°“√¥—ß°≈à“«Õ“»—¬°“√°√–μÿâπ∑“ß§«“¡√âÕπ (thermal activation) „π™à«ß‡«≈“
μà“ßÊ ‡æ◊ËÕ™à«¬„Àâ°“√«—¥ª√“°Ø°“√≥å‰∫Õ— ·≈°‡ª≈’Ë¬π„Àâ§à“∑’Ë‡∑à“‡¥‘¡∑ÿ°§√—Èß∑’Ë∑”°“√«—¥ π“¡‰∫Õ— ·≈°‡ª≈’Ë¬π
¥â«¬«‘∏’°“√¥—ß°≈à“«π’È∑”„Àâº≈¢Õß§«“¡√âÕπ∑’Ë‡°‘¥¢÷Èπ√–À«à“ß°“√‡°‘¥ª√“°Ø°“√≥å‰∫Õ— ·≈°‡ª≈’Ë¬π∂Ÿ°°”®—¥
ÕÕ°‰ª‰¥â ¢—ÈπμÕπ¢Õß°√–∫«π°“√ setting process  “¡“√∂Õ∏‘∫“¬‰¥â¥—ß·ºπ¿“æ‰¥Õ–·°√¡„π√Ÿª∑’Ë 2
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§«“¡‡ ¡◊Õπ®√‘ßºà“π°“√ÕÕ°·∫∫¥â«¬‚ª√·°√¡ voronoi construction ´÷Ëß “¡“√∂°”Àπ¥≈—°…≥–¢Õß





«— ¥ÿ·¡à‡À≈Á°‡øÕ√å‚√·¡°‡πμ‘° (FM) ‡™◊ËÕ¡μàÕ°—∫™—Èπ«— ¥ÿ·¡à‡À≈Á°·Õπμ‘‡øÕ√å‚√·¡°‡πμ‘° (AF) ™—Èπ«— ¥ÿ
·¡à‡À≈Á°‡øÕ√å‚√·¡°‡πμ‘°·≈–™—Èπ«— ¥ÿ·¡à‡À≈Á°·Õπμ‘‡øÕ√å‚√·¡°‡πμ‘°„πß“π«‘®—¬π’È‰¥â‡≈◊Õ°„™â‡ªìπ«— ¥ÿ·¡à
‡À≈Á°‚§∫Õ≈μå‰Õ√Õπ (Cobalt Iron, CoFe) ·≈–Õ‘√‘‡¥’¬¡·¡ß°“π’  (Iridium Manganese, IrMn)
μ“¡≈”¥—∫ ‡π◊ËÕß®“°«— ¥ÿ∑—Èß Õß‰¥â∂Ÿ°π”¡“ª√–¬ÿ°μå„™â„π‚§√ß √â“ß¢ÕßÀ—«Õà“π¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈„πªí®®ÿ∫—π  ”À√—∫
™—Èπ«— ¥ÿ·¡à‡À≈Á° CoFe ‡ªìπ«— ¥ÿ∑’Ë¡’§à“Õÿ≥À¿Ÿ¡‘§Ÿ√’ (Curie temperature) 1300 ‡§≈«‘π §à“§ß∑’Ë·Õπ‰Õ‚´-
‚∑√ªï 1.8 x 105 ‡Õ‘√å°μàÕ≈Ÿ°∫“»°å‡´πμ‘‡¡μ√·≈–ª√‘¡“≥·¡°π‘‰∑‡´™—πÕ‘Ë¡μ—« 1800 emu/cc  ”À√—∫
™—Èπ«— ¥ÿ IrMn ‡ªìπ«— ¥ÿ∑’Ë¡’§à“Õÿ≥À¿Ÿ¡‘¢Õßπ’≈ (Neel temperature) 690 ‡§≈«‘π §à“§ß∑’Ë·Õπ‰Õ‚´‚∑√ªï
5.5 x 105 ‡Õ‘√å°μàÕ≈Ÿ°∫“»°å‡´πμ‘‡¡μ√ [12, 13] ª√‘¡“≥·¡°π‘‰∑‡´™—πÕ‘Ë¡μ—«‡∑à“°—∫ 1800 emu/cc ‚¥¬
‚§√ß √â“ß¢Õß√–∫∫∑’Ë∑”°“√»÷°…“®–∂Ÿ°°”Àπ¥„Àâ√–∫∫¡’¢π“¥ 50 x 50 π“‚π‡¡μ√ §«“¡Àπ“¢Õß™—Èπ
øî≈å¡ CoFe ¡’§«“¡Àπ“ 4 π“‚π‡¡μ√ ·≈–§«“¡Àπ“¢Õß™—Èπøî≈å¡ IrMn ¡’§«“¡Àπ“ 8 π“‚π‡¡μ√ ‚¥¬
¢π“¥¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°¢Õß™—Èπøî≈å¡∑—Èß Õß®–∂Ÿ°°”Àπ¥„Àâ¡’¢π“¥∑’Ë‡∑à“°—π
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1. °“√ÕÕ°·∫∫‚§√ß √â“ß‡ ¡◊Õπ®√‘ß√–¥—∫®ÿ≈¿“§
ß“π«‘®—¬π’È‰¥âπ”‡ πÕ√Ÿª·∫∫®”≈Õß∑“ß·¡à‡À≈Á°‡ ¡◊Õπ®√‘ß√–¥—∫®ÿ≈¿“§∑’Ë “¡“√∂®”≈Õß




 “¡“√∂§«∫§ÿ¡μ—«·ª√μà“ßÊ ¢Õß‚§√ß √â“ß„Àâ¡’§«“¡‡ ¡◊Õπ®√‘ß ‰¥â·°à °“√ÕÕ°·∫∫≈—°…≥–¢π“¥¢Õß
‚§√ß √â“ß¢Õß™—Èπøî≈å¡ °“√°√–®“¬μ—«¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°„π«— ¥ÿ ¢π“¥‡ âπºà“π»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°
·≈–°“√æ‘®“√≥“º≈¢Õß°“√μ—¥¢Õ∫¢Õß·ºàπøî≈å¡·¡à‡À≈Á° ‡ªìπμâπ ‚¥¬„π≈”¥—∫·√°®–· ¥ß°“√®”≈Õß
‚§√ß √â“ß¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë¡’°“√§«∫§ÿ¡¢π“¥¢Õß√–∫∫∑’Ë·μ°μà“ß°—π ¥—ß· ¥ß„π√Ÿª∑’Ë 3 ®–æ∫«à“
‚§√ß √â“ß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë∂Ÿ°®”≈Õß¥â«¬‚ª√·°√¡‚«‚√πÕ¬ “¡“√∂§«∫§ÿ¡¢π“¥¢Õß√–∫∫„Àâ¡’¢π“¥∑’Ë
·μ°μà“ß°—π μ—«Õ¬à“ß‡™àπ √Ÿª∑’Ë 3 (°) · ¥ßº≈¢Õß°“√®”≈Õß‚§√ß √â“ß¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë¢π“¥‚§√ß √â“ß
50 x 50 μ“√“ßπ“‚π‡¡μ√ „π√Ÿª∑’Ë 3 (¢) · ¥ßº≈¢Õß°“√®”≈Õß‚§√ß √â“ß¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë¢π“¥‚§√ß √â“ß
75 x 75 μ“√“ßπ“‚π‡¡μ√ ·≈–„π√Ÿª∑’Ë 3 (§) · ¥ß°“√®”≈Õß‚§√ß √â“ß¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë‚§√ß √â“ß¢π“¥
100 x 100 μ“√“ßπ“‚π‡¡μ√ μ“¡≈”¥—∫ ´÷Ëß®–‡ÀÁπ‰¥â«à“≈—°…≥–¢Õß°“√°√–®“¬μ—«¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°¬—ß§ß¡’
≈—°…≥–∑’Ë„°≈â‡§’¬ß°—π·μà®”π«π¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°¿“¬„π√–∫∫®–¡’®”π«π‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπμ“¡¢π“¥¢Õß‚§√ß √â“ß∑’Ë
‰¥â∂Ÿ°ÕÕ°·∫∫‰«â‚¥¬ “¡“√∂§«∫§ÿ¡¢π“¥¢Õß√–∫∫‰¥âμ“¡§«“¡μâÕß°“√
√Ÿª∑’Ë 3 √–∫∫‚§√ß √â“ß«— ¥ÿ·¡à‡À≈Á°„π°√≥’∑’Ë¡’¢π“¥¢Õß‚§√ß √â“ß·μ°μà“ß°—π (°) ¢π“¥‚§√ß √â“ß
50 x 50 μ“√“ßπ“‚π‡¡μ√ (¢) ¢π“¥‚§√ß √â“ß 75 x 75 μ“√“ßπ“‚π‡¡μ√ (§) ¢π“¥‚§√ß √â“ß










‚§√ß √â“ß¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë¡’¢π“¥μ—Èß·μà 0.0, 0.3 ·≈– 0.5 ÷´Ëß„Àâº≈°“√®”≈Õß‚§√ß √â“ß· ¥ß¥—ß√Ÿª∑’Ë 4
(°) (¢) ·≈– (§) μ“¡≈”¥—∫ ®–‡ÀÁπ‰¥â«à“·∫∫®”≈Õß‚§√ß √â“ß∑’Ë‰¥âπ”‡ πÕ “¡“√∂§«∫§ÿ¡≈—°…≥–¢Õß
°“√°√–®“¬μ—«¢π“¥¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°‰¥âÕ¬à“ß‡ ¡◊Õπ®√‘ß ∑”„Àâ “¡“√∂· ¥ß≈—°…≥–°“√°√–®“¬μ—«¢π“¥
¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°ÕÕ°‡ªìπ 3 ≈—°…≥–§◊Õ °√≥’∑’Ë‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°¡’≈—°…≥–‡ ¡◊Õπ°—π (uniform grains)
À√◊Õ‰¡à¡’°“√°√–®“¬μ—«¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°¿“¬„π√–∫∫ ÷´Ëß§à“‡∫’Ë¬ß‡∫π¡“μ√¡’§à“‡∑à“°—∫»Ÿπ¬å · ¥ß¥—ß√Ÿª∑’Ë 4 (°)
‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á° à«π„À≠à¿“¬„π√–∫∫®–¡’¢π“¥‡∑à“°—π·≈–¡’°“√®—¥‡√’¬ßμ—«Õ¬à“ß‡ªìπ√–‡∫’¬∫ „π°√≥’∑’Ë‡°√π
·¡à‡À≈Á°¡’°“√°√–®“¬μ—«ª“π°≈“ß (non-uniform grains) ´ ÷Ëß¡’§à“°“√°√–®“¬μ—«¢π“¥¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°‡ªìπ
0.3 ¥—ß· ¥ß√Ÿª∑’Ë 4 (¢) æ∫«à“≈—°…≥–¢Õß°“√°√–®“¬μ—«¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°„π°√≥’π’È®–∑”„Àâ‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°
∫“ß à«π¡’¢π“¥∑’Ë‡≈Á°≈ß·≈–¢π“¥∑’Ë„À≠à¢÷Èπ ·≈–„π°√≥’∑’Ë‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°¡’°“√°√–®“¬μ—«·∫∫ Ÿß°«à“ª°μ‘




·μ°μà“ß°—π (°) °“√°√–®“¬μ—«¢π“¥¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á° 0.0 (¢) °“√°√–®“¬μ—«¢π“¥¢Õß‡°√π
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∑’Ë·μ°μà“ß°—π ‰¥â·°à 6 8 ·≈– 10 π“‚π‡¡μ√ · ¥ß¥—ß√Ÿª∑’Ë 5 ‚¥¬®–‡ÀÁπ‰¥â«à“°“√®”≈Õß‚§√ß √â“ß¢Õß
‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°¥â«¬‚ª√·°√¡‚«‚√πÕ¬ “¡“√∂®”≈Õß‚§√ß √â“ß¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°„π°√≥’∑’Ë¢π“¥‡ âπºà“π
»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°·μ°μà“ß°—π‰¥âÕ¬à“ß‡ ¡◊Õπ®√‘ß ‡¡◊ËÕæ‘®“√≥“„π°√≥’∑’Ë¢π“¥‡ âπºà“π»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß¢Õß




·μ°μà“ß°—π (°) ¢π“¥‡ âπºà“π»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á° 6 π“‚π‡¡μ√ (¢) ¢π“¥‡ âπºà“π
»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á° 8 π“‚π‡¡μ√ (§) ¢π“¥‡ âπºà“π»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á° 10








·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë∫√‘‡«≥¢Õ∫¢Õß‚§√ß √â“ß “¡“√∂· ¥ß‰¥â„π√Ÿª∑’Ë 6 (°) ·≈– (¢) ÷´Ëß· ¥ßº≈°“√ÕÕ°·∫∫
‚§√ß √â“ß¢Õß√–∫∫∑’Ë‰¡à¡’°“√æ‘®“√≥“·≈–¡’°“√æ‘®“√≥“º≈¢Õß°“√μ—¥‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë∫√‘‡«≥¢Õ∫¢Õß
‚§√ß √â“ß μ“¡≈”¥—∫  ”À√—∫°√≥’∑’Ë‰¡à¡’°“√æ‘®“√≥“º≈¢Õß°“√μ—¥‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë∫√‘‡«≥¢Õ∫¢Õß‚§√ß √â“ß ‡°√π
·¡à‡À≈Á°¿“¬„π√–∫∫®–¡’≈—°…≥–∑’Ë ¡∫Ÿ√≥å ´ ÷Ëß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°®–‰¡à‰¥â∂Ÿ°μ—¥ÕÕ°‰ª®“°√–∫∫· ¥ß¥—ß√Ÿª∑’Ë 6 (°)
·μàÕ¬à“ß‰√°Áμ“¡ ‡¡◊ËÕ¡’°“√æ‘®“√≥“º≈¢Õß°“√μ—¥‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë∫√‘‡«≥¢Õ∫¢Õß‚§√ß √â“ß¥—ß√Ÿª∑’Ë 6 (¢)
æ∫«à“‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë∫√‘‡«≥¢Õ∫¢Õß‚§√ß √â“ß∫“ß à«π®–¡’ª√‘¡“μ√∑’Ë≈¥≈ßÕ¬à“ß‡ÀÁπ‰¥â™—¥‚¥¬‡©æ“–Õ¬à“ß
¬‘Ëß„π‚§√ß √â“ß∑’Ë¡’¢π“¥‡≈Á° ª√‘¡“μ√¢Õß°“√μ—¥‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë∫√‘‡«≥¢Õ∫μ≈Õ¥∑—Èß‚§√ß √â“ßÕ“®¡’§à“¡“°
∂÷ß 50 ‡ªÕ√å‡´Áπμå ¢Õßª√‘¡“μ√√«¡¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°¿“¬„π√–∫∫ ´÷Ëßº≈¥—ß°≈à“«Õ“®π”‰ª Ÿàªí≠À“¥â“π
‡ ∂’¬√¿“æ∑“ß§«“¡√âÕπ·≈–§«“¡§≈“¥‡§≈◊ËÕπ„π°“√»÷°…“ª√“°Ø°“√≥å‰∫Õ— ·≈°‡ª≈’Ë¬π„π‚§√ß √â“ß∑’Ë¡’
¢π“¥‡≈Á°
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·¡°‡πμ‘° ‰¥â·°à §«“¡¢√ÿ¢√–∑’Ëº‘«√Õ¬μàÕ ´÷Ëß àßº≈„Àâ‡°‘¥°“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß¢Õß§à“ π“¡‰∫Õ— ·≈°‡ª≈’Ë¬π
°“√»÷°…“º≈¢Õß§«“¡¢√ÿ¢√–∑’Ë∫√‘‡«≥º‘«¢Õß√Õ¬μàÕ√–À«à“ß™—Èπ«— ¥ÿ¥â«¬·∫∫®”≈Õß‡ ¡◊Õπ®√‘ß„πß“π«‘®—¬π’È




·¡ß°“π’ ∑’Ë‡™◊ËÕ¡μàÕ°—∫«— ¥ÿ·¡à‡À≈Á°‚§∫Õ≈μå‰Õ√Õπ∑’Ë¡’§«“¡Àπ“ 8 ·≈– 4 π“‚π‡¡μ√ μ“¡≈”¥—∫ ‚¥¬
¢π“¥¢Õß‚§√ß √â“ß∂Ÿ°°”Àπ¥„Àâ¡’§à“‡∑à“°—∫ 50 x 50 μ“√“ßπ“‚π‡¡μ√·≈–¡’¢π“¥‡ âπºà“π»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß‡©≈’Ë¬
8 π“‚π‡¡μ√ §à“ π“¡·≈°‡ª≈’Ë¬π√–À«à“ß™—Èπ«— ¥ÿ∑’Ë∑”°“√»÷°…“¡’§à“ 0, 250, 500 ·≈– 750 ‡ÕÕ√å ‡μ¥
μ“¡≈”¥—∫
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√Ÿª∑’Ë 7 (°) ≈—°…≥–¢Õß«ßªî¥Œ’ ‡∑Õ√’´’ ¢Õß‚§√ß √â“ß«— ¥ÿ·¡à‡À≈Á°‡¡◊ËÕ¡’°“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß§à“ π“¡·≈°
‡ª≈’Ë¬π√–À«à“ß™—Èπ«— ¥ÿ (¢) ¢π“¥¢Õß§à“ π“¡‰∫Õ— ·≈°‡ª≈’Ë¬π∑’Ë§”π«≥‰¥â®“°≈Ÿª«ßªî¥Œ’ ‡∑Õ√’´ ’ 
„π°√≥’∑’Ë§à“ π“¡·≈°‡ª≈’Ë¬π√–À«à“ß™—Èπ«— ¥ÿ¡’§à“·μ°μà“ß°—π
√Ÿª∑’Ë 7 · ¥ßμ—«Õ¬à“ß¢Õß≈Ÿª«ßªî¥Œ’ ‡∑Õ√’´’ ∑’Ë π“¡·≈°‡ª≈’Ë¬π√–À«à“ß™—Èπ«— ¥ÿ (Hint) ¡’§à“




¢÷Èπ‡ªìπ 250 ·≈– 500 ‡ÕÕ√å ‡μ¥ æ∫«à“≈Ÿª«ßªî¥Œ’ ‡∑Õ√’´‘ ∑’Ë§”π«≥‰¥â¡’≈—°…≥–‡§≈◊ËÕπ∑’ËÕÕ°®“°
·π«·°π π“¡·¡à‡À≈Á°¿“¬πÕ°‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ μ“¡§à“§«“¡·√ß¢Õß§à“ Hint ®“°°“√æ‘®“√≥“º≈¢Õß≈Ÿª«ßªî¥
Œ’ ‡∑Õ√’´’  “¡“√∂§”π«≥À“§à“ HEB ∑’Ë·μà≈–§à“ Hint ·≈–· ¥ß§«“¡ —¡æ—π∏å√–À«à“ß§à“ HEB ·≈– Hint
‰¥â¥—ß√Ÿª∑’Ë 7 (¢) ´÷Ëß· ¥ß„Àâ‡ÀÁπ∂÷ß≈—°…≥–°“√‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ¢Õß§à“ HEB μàÕ°“√‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ¢Õß§à“ Hint ®“°º≈
°“√§”π«≥ºà“π√Ÿª·∫∫®”≈Õß∑“ß·¡à‡À≈Á°‡ ¡◊Õπ®√‘ß„Àâ§à“∑’Ë Õ¥§≈âÕß°—∫º≈∑“ß∑ƒ…Ø’ [14] ‡π◊ËÕß®“°
‡¡◊ËÕ∑”°“√‡æ‘Ë¡§à“ Hint ®– àßº≈μàÕÕ—πμ√°‘√‘¬“·≈°‡ª≈’Ë¬π¢Õß·¡°π‘‰∑‡´™—π√–À«à“ß™—Èπ IrMn ·≈–
CoFe ∑’Ë Ÿß¢÷Èπ ¥—ßπ—Èπ∂â“μâÕß°“√°≈—∫∑‘»∑“ß¢Õß·¡°π‘‰∑‡´™—π„π™—Èπ CoFe ®”‡ªìπμâÕß„™âª√‘¡“≥ π“¡·¡à‡À≈Á°
®“°¿“¬πÕ°∑’Ë Ÿß¢÷Èπμ“¡ ´÷Ëß àßº≈„Àâ§à“ HEB ¡’§à“ Ÿß¢÷Èπμ“¡°“√‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ¢Õß Hint π—Ëπ‡Õß
πÕ°®“°π’È¬—ß‰¥â∑”°“√æ‘®“√≥“º≈°“√μ—¥¢Õ∫¢Õß‚§√ß √â“ß¢Õß√–∫∫μàÕ°“√æ‘®“√≥“§à“ HEB
 ”À√—∫√–∫∫∑’Ë‰¡àæ‘®“√≥“º≈¢Õß°“√μ—¥‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë¢Õ∫¢Õß‚§√ß √â“ß (no etch effect) ®–¡’≈—°…≥–
‚§√ß √â“ß¥—ß√Ÿª∑’Ë 6 (°) ·≈–√–∫∫∑’Ëæ‘®“√≥“º≈¢Õß°“√μ—¥‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë¢Õ∫¢Õß‚§√ß √â“ß (etch effect)
®–¡’≈—°…≥–‚§√ß √â“ß¥—ß√Ÿª∑’Ë 6 (¢) ∑’Ë¢π“¥¢Õß√–∫∫¡’¢π“¥‡∑à“°—π 50 x 50 μ“√“ßπ“‚π‡¡μ√ ∑—Èßπ’È‡æ◊ËÕ
‡ª√’¬∫‡∑’¬∫§à“ HEB √–À«à“ß∑—Èß Õß‚§√ß √â“ß ®“°°“√§”π«≥ºà“π√Ÿª·∫∫®”≈Õß∑“ß·¡à‡À≈Á°‡ ¡◊Õπ®√‘ß
√–¥—∫®ÿ≈¿“§ æ∫«à“§à“ HEB ∑’Ë§à“ π“¡ Hint √–À«à“ß 0 ∂÷ß 750 ‡ÕÕ√å ‡μ¥¢Õß√–∫∫∑’Ëæ‘®“√≥“ º≈¢Õß
°“√μ—¥‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë∫√‘‡«≥¢Õ∫®–¡’§à“ HEB ∑’ËπâÕ¬°«à“√–∫∫∑’Ë‰¡à¡’°“√æ‘®“√≥“º≈¢Õß°“√μ—¥‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°
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∑’Ë∫√‘‡«≥¢Õ∫· ¥ß¥—ß√Ÿª∑’Ë 7 (¢) ‡¡◊ËÕ√–∫∫∑’Ë¡’¢π“¥‡≈Á°≈ß º≈¢Õß°“√μ—¥¢Õ∫¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë∫√‘‡«≥
¢Õ∫¡’º≈μàÕ§à“ π“¡‰∫Õ— ·≈°‡ª≈’Ë¬π∑’Ë Ÿß¢÷Èπ ‡π◊ËÕß®“°ª√‘¡“μ√¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë∫√‘‡«≥¢Õ∫∫“ß à«π∑’Ë
∂Ÿ°μ—¥ÕÕ°‰ª¡’ª√‘¡“≥¡“°‡¡◊ËÕ‡ª√’¬∫‡∑’¬∫°—∫¢π“¥¢Õß√–∫∫ ´÷Ëß®– àßº≈„Àâ‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°¥—ß°≈à“«¡’§à“
æ≈—ßß“π°’¥°—π (energy barrier) ¢Õß√–∫∫∑’Ë·ª√º—πμ“¡ª√‘¡“μ√¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°π—Èπ≈¥≈ß¥â«¬ ¥â«¬‡Àμÿ
π’È®÷ß∑”„Àâ§«“¡ “¡“√∂„π°“√√—°…“∑‘»∑“ß¢Õß·¡°π‘‰∑‡´™—π¢Õß™—Èπ CoFe ¡’§à“≈¥≈ß¥â«¬ ¥—ßπ—Èπ§à“ HEB
∑’Ëæ‘®“√≥“º≈¢Õß°“√μ—¥‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë∫√‘‡«≥¢Õ∫¢Õß‚§√ß √â“ß®÷ß¡’§à“πâÕ¬°«à“√–∫∫∑’Ë‰¡àæ‘®“√≥“º≈¢Õß








ª√‘¡“μ√ ·≈–®–¡’§à“·ª√º—π‚¥¬μ√ß°—∫§à“æ≈—ßß“π°’¥°—π∑“ß·¡à‡À≈Á° (energy barrier) ´÷Ëß‡ªìπæ≈—ßß“π∑’Ë
æ¬“¬“¡√—°…“∑‘»∑“ß¢Õß·¡°π‘‰∑‡´™—π‰¡à„Àâº—π°≈—∫∑‘»∑“ß °“√»÷°…“º≈°√–∑∫¢Õß¢π“¥‡ âπºà“π
»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë¡’μàÕ§à“ π“¡‰∫Õ— ·≈°‡ª≈’Ë¬ππ—Èπ ß“π«‘®—¬π’È∑”°“√»÷°…“„π‚§√ß √â“ß«— ¥ÿ
·¡à‡À≈Á° IrMn ∑’Ë‡™◊ËÕ¡μàÕ°—∫«— ¥ÿ·¡à‡À≈Á° CoFe ∑’Ë¡’§«“¡Àπ“‡ªìπ 8 ·≈– 4 π“‚π‡¡μ√ μ“¡≈”¥—∫
·≈–°”Àπ¥„Àâ§à“ π“¡·≈°‡ª≈’Ë¬π√–À«à“ß™—Èπ«— ¥ÿ¡’§à“‡∑à“°—∫ 250 ‡ÕÕ√å ‡μ¥ ‚¥¬‚§√ß √â“ß∑’Ë∑”°“√
»÷°…“¡’¢π“¥ 50 x 50 μ“√“ßπ“‚π‡¡μ√ ´÷Ëß‰¥â°”Àπ¥¢π“¥¢Õß‡ âπºà“π»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë∑”°“√
»÷°…“¡’§à“μ—Èß·μà 4 6 8 ·≈– 10 π“‚π‡¡μ√
√Ÿª∑’Ë 8 (°) ≈—°…≥–¢Õß«ßªî¥Œ’ ‡∑Õ√’´’ ¢Õß‚§√ß √â“ß«— ¥ÿ·¡à‡À≈Á°‡¡◊ËÕ¡’°“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß¢π“¥‡ âπºà“π
»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á° (¢) ¢π“¥¢Õß§à“ π“¡‰∫Õ— ·≈°‡ª≈’Ë¬π∑’Ë§”π«≥‰¥â®“°≈Ÿª«ßªî¥Œ’ 
‡∑Õ√’´’ „π°√≥’∑’Ë¢π“¥¢Õß‡ âπºà“π»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°¡’§à“·μ°μà“ß°—π [14]
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®“°√Ÿª∑’Ë 8 (°) · ¥ß≈—°…≥–¢Õß«ßªî¥Œ’ ‡∑Õ√’´‘ ∑’Ë¢π“¥‡ âπºà“π»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°
·μ°μà“ß°—π æ∫«à“ ∑’Ë¢π“¥‡ âπºà“π»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á° 4 π“‚π‡¡μ√ ≈—°…≥–¢Õß≈Ÿª«ßªî¥
Œ’ ‡∑Õ√’´’ ·∑∫®–‰¡à¡’°“√‡≈◊ËÕπÕÕ°®“°·π«·°π ¡¡“μ√ ·μà‡¡◊ËÕ¢π“¥‡ âπºà“π»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß¢Õß‡°√π
·¡à‡À≈Á°‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπæ∫«à“ ≈Ÿª«ßªî¥Œ’ ‡∑Õ√’´’ ®–¡’°“√‡§≈◊ËÕπ∑’ËÕÕ°®“°·°π ¡¡“μ√‰ª„π∑‘»∑“ß ›x ‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ
μ“¡°“√‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ¢Õß¢π“¥‡ âπºà“π»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á° πÕ°®“°π’È °“√‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ¢Õß¢π“¥‡ âπºà“π
»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°¬—ß àßº≈„Àâ§«“¡°«â“ß¢Õß«ßªî¥Œ’ ‡∑Õ√’´’ ¡’¢π“¥∑’Ë°«â“ß¡“°¢÷Èπ ·μàÕ¬à“ß‰√
°Áμ“¡ ‡¡◊ËÕ¢π“¥‡ âπºà“π»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°¡’§à“¡“°°«à“ 8 π“‚π‡¡μ√°≈—∫æ∫«à“¢π“¥¢Õß°“√
‡≈◊ËÕπ¢Õß≈Ÿª«ßªî¥Œ’ ‡∑Õ√’´’ ¡’·π«‚πâ¡∑’Ë®–¡’§à“§ß∑’Ë ®“°°“√æ‘®“√≥“≈Ÿª«ßªî¥Œ’ ‡∑Õ√’´’  “¡“√∂§”π«≥
§à“ HEB ∑’Ë·μà≈–§à“¢Õß¢π“¥‡ âπºà“π»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á° ÷´Ëß®“°º≈∑’Ë‰¥â “¡“√∂· ¥ß§«“¡ —¡æ—π∏å
√–À«à“ß§à“ HEB ·≈–¢π“¥‡ âπºà“π»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°· ¥ß¥—ß√Ÿª∑’Ë 8 (¢) ®“°º≈°“√§”π«≥ºà“π
·∫∫®”≈Õß∑“ß·¡à‡À≈Á°‡ ¡◊Õπ®√‘ß√–∫∫®ÿ≈¿“§„Àâº≈∑’Ë Õ¥§≈âÕß°—∫∑ƒ…Æ’·≈–ß“π«‘®—¬∑’Ë‰¥â∑”°“√»÷°…“
¢π“¥‡ âπºà“π»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á° ‚¥¬„π°√≥’∑’Ë‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°¡’‡ âπºà“π»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°
4 π“‚π‡¡μ√ æ∫«à“ HEB ®–¡’§à“‡ªìπ»Ÿπ¬å‡π◊ËÕß®“°ª√‘¡“μ√¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°¡’§à“πâÕ¬ ´ ÷Ëß àßº≈„Àâ§à“æ≈—ßß“π




HEB ®–¡’§à“‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ·≈–¡’§à“ Ÿß ÿ¥∑’Ë¢π“¥‡ âπºà“π»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß‡∑à“°—∫ 8 π“‚π‡¡μ√ ‡π◊ËÕß®“°‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°
¡’ª√‘¡“μ√∑’Ë Ÿß àßº≈„Àâ‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°¡’‡ ∂’¬√¿“æ∑“ß§«“¡√âÕπ∑’Ë¥’¢÷Èπ ¥—ßπ—Èπ„π°“√°≈—∫∑‘»∑“ß¢Õß·¡°π‘‰∑-
‡´™—π¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°„π™—Èπ«— ¥ÿ CoFe ∑’Ë∂Ÿ°¬÷¥∑‘»∑“ß¢Õß·¡°π‘‰∑‡´™—π¥â«¬°“√‡™◊ËÕ¡μàÕ«— ¥ÿ·¡à‡À≈Á°
IrMn ®”‡ªìπμâÕß„™âª√‘¡“≥¢Õß π“¡·¡à‡À≈Á°¿“¬πÕ°∑’Ë Ÿß¢÷Èπ®÷ß àßº≈ HEB ¡’§à“ Ÿß¢÷Èππ—Ëπ‡Õß ·μàÕ¬à“ß‰√




¥—ßπ—Èπ§à“ HEB ®÷ß¡’§à“≈¥≈ß‡¡◊ËÕ¢π“¥‡ âπºà“π»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°¡’¢π“¥∑’Ë Ÿß‡°‘π‰ª πÕ°®“°π’È
º≈∑’Ë‰¥â®“°°“√§”π«≥¬—ß Õ¥§≈âÕß°—∫§à“∑“ß∑ƒ…Æ’·≈–°“√∑¥≈Õß‚¥¬ “¡“√∂· ¥ß‰¥â„π√Ÿª‡ª√’¬∫‡∑’¬∫
º≈„π√Ÿª∑’Ë 8 (¢) ®“°º≈°“√§”π«≥ºà“π√Ÿª·∫∫®”≈Õß∑“ß·¡à‡À≈Á°‡ ¡◊Õπ®√‘ß√–¥—∫®ÿ≈¿“§„πß“π«‘®—¬π’È






¢Õß√–∫∫¥—ß· ¥ß„π√Ÿª∑’Ë 8 (¢) ‡¡◊ËÕæ‘®“√≥“∑’Ë¢π“¥‡ âπºà“π»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë 4 6 8 ·≈–
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10 π“‚π‡¡μ√ æ∫«à“§à“ HEB ¢Õß‚§√ß √â“ß∑’Ë¡’°“√μ—¥‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë∫√‘‡«≥¢Õ∫¢Õß√–∫∫„Àâº≈∑’Ë
 Õ¥§≈âÕß°—∫√–∫∫∑’Ë‰¡àæ‘®“√≥“º≈¢Õß°“√‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë∫√‘‡«≥¢Õ∫ ‚¥¬§à“ HEB ®–¡’§à“ Ÿß¢÷Èπ‡¡◊ËÕ¢π“¥
‡ âπºà“π»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ·≈–®–¡’§à“‡√‘Ë¡§ß∑’Ë·≈–≈¥≈ß‡¡◊ËÕ‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°¡’¢π“¥‡∑à“°—∫
8 π“‚π‡¡μ√·≈–¡“°°«à“ ·μà§à“ HEB ¡’§à“μË”°«à“„π°√≥’∑’Ë‚§√ß √â“ß‰¡à¡’°“√μ—¥‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë∫√‘‡«≥¢Õ∫
‡π◊ËÕß®“°ª√‘¡“μ√¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë∫√‘‡«≥¢Õ∫¢Õß‚§√ß √â“ß∂Ÿ°μ—¥ÕÕ°‰ª  àßº≈„Àâ‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°¥—ß°≈à“«
¡’§à“æ≈—ßß“π°’¥°—π∑’Ë≈¥≈ß ´÷Ëßπ”‰ª Ÿà°“√¢“¥‡ ∂’¬√¿“æ∑“ß§«“¡√âÕπ¢Õß‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°®π‰¡à “¡“√∂√—°…“
∑‘»∑“ß¢Õß·¡°π‘‰∑‡´™—π‰«â‰¥â ¥—ßπ—Èπ‡¡◊ËÕ∑”°“√§”π«≥ HEB ®÷ß„Àâ§à“∑’ËμË”°«à“‚§√ß √â“ß∑’Ë‰¡à¡’°“√æ‘®“√≥“
º≈¢Õß°“√μ—¥‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë∫√‘‡«≥¢Õ∫¢Õßøî≈å¡ ´÷Ëßº≈°“√æ‘®“√≥“°“√μ—¥¢Õ∫¢Õß‚§√ß √â“ß¢Õßøî≈å¡
·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë¡’¢π“¥‡≈Á°≈ßæ∫«à“º≈¢Õß°“√æ‘®“√≥“°“√μ—¥‡°√π·¡à‡À≈Á°∑’Ë∫√‘‡«≥¢Õ∫¢Õß‚§√ß √â“ß¡’º≈μàÕ
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